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Abstract 
This paper considers speech compression using vector codebooks. Several vector ordering methods based on majo-

riaztion theory were.  Comparison of developed methods was held. Method of forming search window in structured codebook 
was developed. Experimental analysis of developed methods was held. 

Introduction 
Linear parameters prediction is widely used in modern digital communication systems. At the same 

time for more effective quantization and interpolation line prediction coefficients (LPC) generally are being 
transformed to linear spectral frequencies (LSF) [1] 

When coding LSF best results can be achieved using vector quantization. But direct quantization of 
10-dimensional vector of LSF parameters can not be used in action due to excessive memory wasting and 
calculations complexity. 

For the purposes of decreasing necessary memory amount and for speeding-up vector search in co-
debook it was proposed [4] to divide 10-dimensional vector into subvectors. At a later time each subvector 
is coded independently with it’s own codebook. In [5] different variants of vector division were investi-
gated. It was shown that best results can be achieved using two 5-dimensional subvectors or three subvec-
tors with following dimensions: 3, 3 and 4. But complete search of nearest vector in unstructured codebook 
is unsuitable for practical application. 

For the purpose of decreasing search time in [6] several approaches for codebook ordering were pro-
posed, which were called fast vector quantization. It was shown that calculations complexity for 3x3x4 co-
debook is 25% of full search calculations complexity. But these approaches has some weakness: 

1. Results correctness can be confirmed experimentally only. There are no guaranties that it is possi-
ble to decrease calculations complexity for other input data and for codebooks with other dimensions (e.g. 
5x5) 

2. Calculations complexity is still high enough for practical application. 
This paper proposes new approach for codebook vectors ordering, which allows further decreasing 

of calculation complexity. Same as in [6] this approach is based on using structured codebook. 
Codebook is divided into   classes which don’t overlap. Amount of vectors may differ in each class. 

When searching for nearest vector at first we determine to which class   input vector X belongs. It is neces-
sary to mention that necessary class search comes to simple comparison procedure which does not require 
much computing cost. After necessary class is found at second stage full search of nearest to X vector is 
held in the set of vectors of current class and in the neighbor classes. This set of vectors hereinafter called 
search window. 

Mathematical model of vectors ordering based on majorization relation. 
Suppose we have three LSF vectors: )...,,,( 21 nxxxX = , )...,,,( 21 nyyyY = , ),,,( 21 nzzzZ …= , 

nZYX ℜ∈,, . Division of codebook accordingly to defined criteria hereinafter called vector codebook struc-
turization. The main aim of structurization is decreasing computing expenses on searching for quantized vector 
in codebook which is nearest to input X vector. During search non weighted Euclidian metric will be used where 
distance between vectors X and Y can be calculated in following way: 
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Let’s discover what conditions are necessary for this inequation to be true: 

                                                                ),(),( ZXDYXD ≤                                                                (2) 
For this purpose we will use Karamata inequation [7]. According to which for any convex function 

)( xfy = , which is defined on some interval I , and for any set of numbers ),,,( 21 naaaA …= , 

),,,( 21 nbbbB …=  from this interval which met majorization relation ( BA ≺ ) it is true that: 
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                                           )()()()()()( 2121 nn bfbfbfafafaf +++≤+++ ……                                   (3) 
Obviously, function (1) is convex. Let’s made some replacement: 

iii xya −= , 

iii xzb −= , now we can show that (3) is true if following set of inequations are true: 
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Ineqations (4) and (5) can be used as codebooks structurization criteria. Graphical interpretation of 

search window forming in case of using (4) and (5) for codebooks structurization is shown on figure 1. 

 
Fig.1. Graphical interpretation of codebooks structurization 

Vector component differences ordering 
Ordering, which is set by (4) and (5), can be used for structured codebooks creation. But for arbitrary 

vectors criteria (5) is not true. That’s why we need to introduce majorization level concept, and unstruc-
tured codebook will be divided into classes according to this concept. Majorization levels are formed using 
next rule.Majorization level iL  is majored by level , if for each X vector which belong to , at  level 
there is Y vector, which majorize 

jL iL jL

X  vector: 

                                             ,,,, ji LYYLXX ∈∃∈∀                                             (6) YX w≺ ⇒ ji LL ≺

For arbitrary vectors (4) criteria also is not true. That’s why different differences ordering variants 
were investigated except of (4) criteria (which we call differences comparison): 
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Criteria (7) is called differences majorizaion. Practically we transform n-dimensional vector to n-1 

dimensional differences vector and after this majorization of new vector take place.  
It is also possible to apply other criteria: 
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Criteria (8) is called differences sum comparison.  
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Researching different approaches to differences ordering 
Research of different approaches to differences ordering is shown in table 1 and on figure 2. These 

results are for 5x5 codebook where 4096 values are stored for each subvector. For each approach spectral 
distortion (SD) is estimated and percentage of missed vectors (M). Under vector majorization here we mean codebooks 
structurization using only (6) criteria. It is obivious that best results can be achieved for differences majorization and 
for differences comparison.  

 

Table 1- Research of different approaches to differences ordering 

 

 

Fig.2. Research of different approaches to differences ordering 

Conclusions 
New codebooks structirization method were proposed. It is based on majorization theory. This allows to de-

crease search window. Different approaches to vector components differences ordering were proposed. It is shown that 
best results can be achieved in case of using differences majorization or differences comparison. This new method 
allows to decrease calculations complexity of vector search procedure by means of decreasing search window to 700 
vectors without significant spectral distortion increasing. 
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